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Abstract—A challenge wireless microsensors and other 
microsystems face is short lifetime, because tiny batteries store 
little energy. Fortunately, the environment holds vast amounts 
of energy, and of available sources, like light, motion, 
temperature, and radiation, solar light produces the highest 
power density. Still, micro-scale photovoltaic (PV) cells harness 
a diminutive fraction of light and artificial lighting avails a small 
percentage of what solar light can, which means the PV cell 
needs assistance from a battery. Mixing PV and battery power 
to supply a microwatt system, however, requires a smart and 
low-loss circuit. For that, the battery-assisted pulse-width-
modulated (PWM) buck–boost single-inductor 0.18-µm CMOS 
harvester–supply proposed and simulated here uses up to 100 
µW from a PV cell to supply up to 1 mA and regulate 1 V within 
25 mV at 10 – 80 kHz and with 77% – 89% efficiency. 

Index Terms—Harvester, photovoltaic (PV), microsystem, 
switched-inductor supply, switching converter, SIMO, SIMIMO 

I. PHOTOVOLTAIC MICROSYSTEMS 
Wireless microsensors and other microsystems can add 
performance-enhancing and energy-saving intelligence to 
large infrastructures like factories and hospitals and 
unreachable places like the human body [1]. Small onboard 
batteries, however, deplete quickly, and lifetimes are, as a 
result, short. Fortunately, ambient energy is a vast source, and 
because solar power often overwhelms power derived from 
motion, temperature, and far-field radiation [2–3], 
photovoltaic (PV) cells generate considerable power. 

Emerging microsensors, however, normally incorporate 
transmitters, receivers, analog–digital converters, sensor-
interface circuits, and digital-signal processors that alone and 
combined draw substantial power. Although wireless 
transmission need not be continuous, high-activity periods 
can be long, and the power on-demand blocks, which operate 
continuously, demand often exceeds what mm-sized PV cells 
draw from artificial light [4]. In other words, assisting a tiny 
PV cell with a power source, be it a thin-film lithium-ion 
battery or a small super/ultra capacitor, is usually a necessity. 

Supplying the 1-mW load in Fig. 1 from a 0 – 100-µW 
PV cell and a battery amounts to mixing PV power PPV with 
battery power PPS. The system therefore supplies load power 
PO from PPV and PPS when lightly sourced and directs excess 
PV power PCHG to the battery otherwise. Because a small PV 

cell captures only a fraction of the indoor light available, 
lightly sourced conditions are prevalent, so the system 
requires more energy across these periods TLS than otherwise 
across THS. In other words, lightly sourced PV- and battery-
to-load efficiencies ηPV and ηPS incorporate more energy than 
heavy-sourced PV-to-load and -battery efficiency ηHS because 
TLS and PPS are both considerably higher than THS and PPV: 
 EO +ECHG = !PVPPV +!PSPPS( )TLS +!HSPPVTHS  

 ! "PVPPV +"PSPPS( )TLS = PO.LSTLS . (1) 

 
Fig. 1. Battery-assisted and photovoltaic-sourced wireless microsensor. 

The aim of the harvester–supply described in Sections II 
and III is to derive up to 100-µW from a tiny PV cell exposed 
to artificial light and supply up to 1 mW to a 1-V load with as 
little assistance from the battery as possible. To ensure the cell 
is at its maximum-power point (MPP), the system controls the 
power it draws from the cell. Although not as often the case, 
the system also uses excess PV power during heavily sourced 
conditions to re-charge the battery, which the control circuit in 
Section IV ensures. Section V shows the harvesting and 
regulation performance of the system whose implications 
Section VI summarizes. The focus here is developing a circuit 
that can implement any of the MPP-tracking schemes in [5–8]. 

II. BATTERY-ASSISTED PHOTOVOLTAIC-SOURCED SUPPLY 
The switched inductor in Fig. 2 draws power from both a 0.25 
– 0.4-V PV cell vPV and a 1.8-V power source vPS to supply a 
1-V load with up to 1 mA. Relying on only one small off-chip 
power inductor LX is important because off-chip inductors are 
bulky and their on-chip counterparts are poor, and altogether 
excluding the inductor drastically reduces power-conversion 
efficiency [9]. Input and output capacitors CIN and CO are also 
critical because they help keep LX, PV, and load currents iL, 
iPV, and iO from slewing vPV away from its maximum-power 
point and output vO away from its target VREF. 



 

 
Fig. 2. Battery-assisted photovoltaic buck–buck charger–supply. 

When lightly sourced, LX draws and delivers energy to vO 
first from vPV and then from vPS. For this, switches SPV and SE 
energize LX from vPV and SPV and SO subsequently drain LX 
into vO. After that, SPS and SO similarly energize LX and SDE 
and SO de-energize LX into vO. Otherwise, when heavily 
sourced, LX supplies PO to the load from vPV and charges vPS 
with what remains of PPV. As before, SPV and SE energize LX 
and SPV and SO drain LX into vO, but unlike before, SO opens 
when vO receives PO and iL therefore charges switching node 
vSW.O until diode DPS forward-biases and charges vPS with iL. 

III. HARVESTING PERFORMANCE 
The PV cell generates the most power when vPV nears its 
optimal value of VPV(OPT), which means this system should 
adjust vPV to VPV(OPT). Since the switching network induces a 
ripple voltage in vPV that shifts the PV cell from its maximum-
power point, vPV's ripple ΔvPV should be small. The circuit 
should also be able to modify and track vPV to new targets to 
accommodate changes in light intensity and conditions [5]. 

Harvesting performance hinges on reducing power losses. 
Considering this, and tiny PV cells generate microwatts, 
ensuring LX conducts continuously without reversing the 
direction of current amounts to keeping its rippling current ΔiL 
within a small window, which happens when LX switches 
quickly. Charging and discharging the gates of power switches 
more often, however, requires more power, which is why LX 
in Fig. 2 does not conduct continuously and switches slowly. 

To ensure LX derives sufficient PV power PPV in one 
energizing (tE) and de-energizing (tDE) sequence, iL rises to 
about 6 mA in Fig. 3. Transferring a larger energy packet EPV 
in 1.6 µs draws sufficient PPV from vPV to keep vPV from rising 
excessively over VPV(OPT) across the remaining 11.4 µs of the 
13-µs period TSW. Had EPV been smaller and TSW shorter, ΔvPV 
would have been less than 20 mV, except the power lost in 
switching more often negates the benefits of a smaller ripple. 

 
Fig. 3. Photovoltaic cell's voltage and current waveforms. 

Output Power: The system ultimately consumes power, so vO 
receives in PO slightly less than what vPV delivers with PPV: 
 PO = PPV !PLOSS = PPV !PR !PG !PQ . (2) 
Since vO's ripple is small by design, the energy vO receives 
when LX drains (across tDE) into vO is the charge vO collects 
from iL at vO(AVG) across tDE: 

 EO =QLvO(AVG) = 0.5tDEiL(PK)vO(AVG) , (3) 
where iL falls to zero from its peak of iL(PK) when LX de-
energizes from vPV to vO, which means tDE and PO are 

 tDE =
LXiL(PK)

vO(AVG) ! vPV(AVG)
 (4) 

and PO =
EO
TSW

= EOfSW =
0.5LX

2iL(PK) vO(AVG)fSW
vO(AVG) ! vPV(AVG)

" 2iL(PK) fSW . (5) 

In other words, frequency fSW rises with PO and falls 
quadratically with increasing values of peak current iL(PK): 

 fSW !
PO

2iL(PK)
. (6) 

Unfortunately, the system dissipates conduction power PR 
across the switches, gate-drive power PG to charge and 
discharge the gates of the switches, and quiescent power PQ to 
control the switching sequence. Since the circuit supplies 
charge QC or CEQΔvC to charge capacitors CEQ to ΔvC, for 
example, gate-drive energy EG is a loss and PG is 

 PG =
EG
TSW

=QC!vCfSW =CEQ
2!vC fSW "

PO
2iL(PK)

. (6) 

Parasitic resistances REQ in LX, CIN, and CO and the switches 
[10], on the other hand, dissipate Ohmic power PR or 
iR(RMS)

2REQ when they conduct. Here, iL's RMS current iL(RMS) 
across tE and tDE is iL(PK)/√3 and iL(RMS) flows through REQ 
across conduction time tC of the period TSW: 

 PR =
2iL(RMS)
tC
TSW
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REQtCfSW ' tCPO . (7) 

The controller also requires quiescent power PQ to operate. 
Luckily, not all blocks need to function continuously, which 
means duty-cycling some of them is possible. As a result, 
duty-cycled components consume power PQ(ON) only when 
engaged, across tON of TSW, so PQ rises with tON and fSW: 

 PQ = PQ(DC) + PQ(ON)
tON
TSW

!

"
#

$

%
&= PQ(DC) + PQ(ON)tONfSW'

tONPO
2iL(PK)

. (8) 

 
Fig. 4. Percentage of output power loss mechanisms represent. 

Optimal Point: Because fixing LX's energy packet via iL(PK) in 
Fig. 3 sets TSW and vice versa, the design objective is to select 
the iL(PK)–TSW combination that reduces the percentage of PPV 
lost to PLOSS the most, or similarly, the percentage that PLOSS is 
to PO. Observing the PO percentage of each loss mechanism 
reveals that, while PG/PO and PQ/PO fall almost quadratically 
with rising iL(PK) values, as Fig. 4 shows, PR/PO rises linearly 



 

because raising iL(PK) increases LX's conduction time tE and tDE, 
which extends the time that resistances in the circuit conduct 
iL (i.e., raises tC). So, since PG and PQ overwhelm PR when 
iL(PK) is low and vice versa when iL(PK) is high, PLOSS/PO is 
lowest when iL(PK) is iL(PK.OPT), which sets fSW to fSW(OPT). 

IV. CONTROL 
The system must keep, as a harvester, vPV near VPV(OPT) to 
ensure the PV cell is at its maximum-power point and, as a 
supply, vO about VREF to prevent power surges from affecting 
the load. For that, the harvester–supply in Fig. 5 controls vPV 
and vO by adjusting the power LX draws from vPV and vPS, 
respectively. More specifically, energizing times tPV.E and tPS.E 
in Figs. 5 and 6 set how much energy LX draws per cycle from 
vPV and vPS. So, when lightly sourced, which is the system's 
predominant state, the battery assists the PV cell; otherwise, 
when heavily sourced, excess PV power charges the battery. 

Master clock TSW starts and synchronizes the system to 
optimal switching frequency fSW(OPT). At TSW(OPT)'s onset, 
MNPV and MNE energize LX from vPV to ground across iE.PV–
CPV-defined delay tPV.E. After that, vGE falls to open MNE and 
close MPO, which de-energizes LX into vO. If lightly sourced, 
comparator CPO trips to open MNPV when LX depletes: when 
the voltage that LX's iL produces across MPO nears zero. 

 
Fig. 6. Inductor-current waveforms. 

At that point, CPO also closes MPPS and starts a ramp that 
comparator CPPWM uses to pulse-width modulate (PWM) 
vPWM, which sets the time (tPS.E) that MPPS energizes LX from 
vPS into vO. So, after LX depletes EPV into vO, CPO prompts LX 
to energize from vPS and CPPWM opens MPPS and closes MNDE 
after tPS.E to drain the energy LX drew from vPS into vO. CPO 

again detects when LX depletes to open MPO and MNDE and 
close MNR, the latter of which consumes remnant energy left 
in LX that would otherwise cause oscillations. The system 
does not energize LX again until TSW(OPT) rises again. 

When heavily sourced, however, LX does not fully drain 
EPV into vO, which means CPO does not prompt LX to draw 
assistance from vPS. Instead, comparator CPHS opens MPO 
when vO rises 40 mV above VREF, allowing remnant current in 
LX to raise vSW.O until diode DPS forward-biases to vPS. The 
battery then charges until LX drains, when iL falls to zero. As 
before, the system re-starts the cycle when TSW(OPT) rises. 
PWM Loop: Error amplifier EAO compares vO against VREF, 
and together with CPPWM, pulse-width modulates vPWM to 
control tPS.E: how long LX energizes from vPS. In particular, 
CPPWM compares EAO's output vEA to a ramp, so vPWM is high 
when the ramp is below vEA and low otherwise, which means 
vPWM's (low-state) pulse width tPS.E increases with vEA. This 
way, with negative feedback, EAO raises vEA (and tPS.E) when 
vO drops below VREF, which prompts LX to draw and supply 
more battery energy to the load. 

As in typical PWM loops, EAO and the ramp set the low-
frequency gain of the loop [11–13]. Since LX operates in 
discontinuous-conduction mode (DCM), LX and CO introduce 
only one output pole pO at 1/2πROCO. EAO's output REA also 
introduces another pole pEA, which is why RF current-limits CF 
to insert a zero at 1/2πRFCF with which to offset a pole. RF and 
CF also pull pEA to lower frequency: to 1/2π(REA + RF)CF, to 
ensure pEA is dominant and allow the loop gain to reach 0 
dB with 90O of phase margin. 

V. SIMULATED PERFORMANCE 
Implementation: The 0.18-µm CMOS integrated circuit (IC) 
and 47-µH–5.6-Ω LX in Fig. 5 derived power from a 4 × 4 × 
1-mm3 OSRAM PV cell when exposed to indoor lighting 
conditions. To reduce gate-drive losses PG, channel lengths 
are short at 0.18 µm. Since increasing channel widths raise PG 
and reduce Ohmic losses PR, the selected widths balance PG 
and PR [10] at mean conditions, when PV power is 50 µW 
and the load demands 0.5 mW. MPO's resistance is sufficiently 

 
Fig. 5. Battery-assisted photovoltaic harvester–supply system. 



 

high to ensure CPO's 10-mV offset only affects small iL 
values. In addition to operating in sub-threshold, tPV.E, CPO, 
EAO, and CPPWM and its ramp function only when needed, in 
sequence after TSW(OPT). 
Regulation: The system regulates vO to 1 V with 5 and 24 mV 
of ripple when loaded with 100 µW and 1 mW, respectively, 
as the simulated results of Fig. 7 verify. When load suddenly 
rises from 100 µW to 1 mW and switching frequency fSW is at 
10 kHz, which happens when PV power is 10 µW, vO droops 
85 mV before the system recovers. The response time shortens 
when PPV rises to 100 µW, at which point fSW is 80 kHz.  

 
Fig. 7. Simulated load-dump response and steady-state waveforms. 

When lightly loaded, the system regulates vO to 1 V and 
steers excess PPV to the battery. As Fig. 8 shows, the system 
consumes 32 µW of the incoming 107 µW to supply 50 µW 
to the load and 25 µW to a 1-µF power source CBAT. As a 
result, the harvester charged CBAT 1.6 mV in 100 µs with 70% 
power-conversion efficiency. 

 
Fig. 8. Simulated battery-charge profile when heavily sourced. 

  
Fig. 9. Simulated conversion efficiency when lightly sourced. 

Efficiency: When lightly sourced, which is the predominant 
state for the system, efficiency ηS(LS) in Fig. 9 illustrates how 
much PV power PPV and battery power PPS reach the load as 
PO: 

 !S(LS) "
PO

PPV + PPS
. (9) 

As designed, losses balance when PPV is 50 µW (at 50 kHz) 
and PO is 0.5 mW, so ηS(LS) in Fig. 9 peaks at 88%. When PPV 
is 100 µW, however, ηS(LS) steadily rises with PO until peaking 

at 89% because at 80 kHz, as in typical microwatt converters 
[14–15], gate-drive losses dominate over the entire range of 
PO. On the other hand, when PPV is 10 µW (at 10 kHz), ηS(LS) 
rises because conduction losses dominate across PO's range. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The battery-assisted single-inductor harvester–supply 
presented and simulated here draws up to 100 µW from a 4 × 
4 × 1-mm3 photovoltaic (PV) cell to supply up to 1 mW with 
77% – 89% efficiency and regulate 1 V within 25 mV in 
steady state and 85 mV in response to sudden 900-µA load 
dumps. In addition to operating in sub-threshold and duty-
cycling subsystems to save energy, the converter operates the 
inductor discontinuously at switching frequencies that 
minimize losses for mid-range power levels. Drawing power 
from chip-sized PV cells illuminated indoors and enlisting 
assistance from a battery to supply milliwatt loads is important 
because miniaturized indoor military, consumer, industrial, 
and medical applications in this power range are vast. 
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